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Editorial
Since the beginning of human evolution, our brain developed 

its reward and punishment center. The human brain started to 
release an integral feel–good hormone Dopamine. This hormone 
had an important role to keep a person motivated to perform 
certain required actionable acts ex playing music or eating certain 
foods rich in fats and sugar [1]. Hence, release of dopamine 
caused people to perform tasks with greater motivation. Humans 
started to link this important brain function with their own habits. 
An external stimulus caused a rapid release of this hormone from 
substantia nigra, ventral tegmental area, and hypothalamus of 
the brain [2]. Every time a person performs a certain pleasurable 
activity, our brain is wired to perform such action against all odds 
since higher dopamine levels created a sense of fulfilment and 
happiness. The person performs such activities repeatedly until 
a person makes such habit a part of their life and he enters a 
state of no return [3]. If the external stimuli are removed, a lack 
of dopamine secretion will now trigger areas of brain related to 
sadness and grief, hence a state of anxiety ensues.
Habits contributing to the state of no return

Research have proven the link of certain habituation, for 
instance cigarette smoking with a temporary release of dopamine 
in the brain and hence people who are depressed find smoking 
as a way out. It is the case with the chronic use of social media 
as a temporary relief from depression leading to a much bigger 
international problem [4]. Addiction, which is even more difficult 
to treat. Social media abuse is behavioral addiction, and it is 
characterized by uncontrollable urge to log on different social 
media platforms [5]. 

 Drug addiction is currently another burning issue in United 
States and important cause of mortality and morbidity [6,7]. 
Some addictive drugs like cocaine have worse effects and lead 
to depression. The mechanism is that dopamine released from 
nerve cells is removed by dopamine transporter (dopamine (DAT) 

and reused subsequently. Cocaine blocks DAT and the nerve cells 
want more cocaine for dopamine pleasure. Lack of its availability 
results in depression and possible suicidal tendency [8]. 
Recommendations

It takes almost 90 days for a person’s brain to rewire itself 
to normal dopamine levels in the absence of the pleasurable 
external stimuli. During this time, the person will face mood 
swings, irritability and a constant urge to get back to the addictive 
substance. The physician should know that during the treatment 
of a patient suffering from such wiring disorders like obesity, 
cigarette and other drug addictions. Hence, patient should be 
advised to decrease the stimuli gradually and during this phase, 
he should be monitored completely to see if any he develops 
irritability and mood swings. The physician should also advise 
meditation and cardiovascular exercises since they have proven 
to have a major role in decreasing stress levels. Playing music, 
charity programs, reading and social work along with happy 
behavior are natural ways to boost mind. Also, facilitate beneficial 
tasks as kindness is always rewarded.
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